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Abstract— Verification is increasingly becoming a bottleneck in
the design of embedded systems and system-on-chips. In order to
ensure the correctness, verification has to be performed not only
on hardware, but also on software. Model checking is a promising
verification technique, but suffers from the state explosion prob-
lem, which is even further exacerbated in the context of software
verification mainly due to large number of variables used in
programs. Therefore, how to reduce the amount of variables
during verification becomes a key challenge in making software
model checking scalable. The main contributions of this paper are
two lightweight range analysis techniques for determining lower
and upper bounds for program variables, and their application
in improving various software model checking techniques. We
formulate each range analysis problem as a system of inequality
constraints between symbolic bound polynomials, then reduce
the constraint system to a linear program (LP) that can be
analyzed by available LP solvers. For bounded model checking,
we improve the bound tightness by exploiting the fact that
the range information needs to be sound only for bounded
traces. We have implemented the range analysis techniques in
our software model checking framework. Experimental results
demonstrate promising results in extending the power of state-
of-the-art software verification techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Verification is increasingly becoming a bottleneck in the
design of embedded systems and system-on-chips (SoCs). The
cost of detecting bugs late in the design cycle is very high,
both in terms of design re-spins, and in terms of time lost
to market. For embedded systems, this requires verifying the
correctness not only of hardware, but also of the embedded
software. By many estimates the cost of developing embedded
software is increasing more rapidly than, and exceeding, the
cost of developing hardware in system-level designs.

Another interesting trend is that as systems become increas-
ingly complex, it becomes useful to specify designs at higher
levels of abstraction. This allows early design exploration for
optimizing system requirements such as performance, power
consumption, chip area etc. In particular, system design lan-
guages based on C/C++ are becoming increasingly popular [1],
[2]. They support hardware module abstractions at RTL,
behavioral and system levels; as well as software modules.
In this paper, we mainly address the problem of verifying
software programs written in C. The ideas presented can be
applied directly to verification of embedded software, as well
as to verification of C-based system level design languages.

Model checking [3] is a promising verification technique,
which has been used successfully in practice to verify complex

circuit designs and communication protocols. However, model
checking suffers from thestate explosionproblem, i.e. the
number of states to explore grows exponentially with the
number of state elements. This problem is further exacerbated
in the context of software verification, where variables are
typically modeled as multi-bit state vectors and arrays of
variables are common.

In this paper, we describe range analysis techniques for
alleviating state explosion by bounding the number of bits
needed to represent program variables. We statically determine
possible ranges for values of variables in programs, in order to
use this information to extract smaller verification models. The
use of this information greatly improves the performance of
back-end model checking techniques, based on use of BDDs
or SAT solvers.

Outline. In the next section, we highlight the main contribu-
tions of this paper by describing various verification techniques
where range analysis can be used to improve verification
efficiency. Next, we provide some background on our software
modeling approach, centered around a Control Flow Graph
(CFG) representation of a software program. Section V then
presents the generation of the range analysis constraint system
in terms of the CFG representation. Section VI discusses the
analysis of the constraint system using an LP (linear program-
ming) solver. Section VII presents our new bounded range
analysis technique, and Section VIII discusses how range
analysis can improve handling of large arrays. We present
experimental results with our prototype implementation in
Section IX, and conclude the paper with some remarks.

II. CONTRIBUTIONS

The main contributions of this paper are two lightweight
range analysis techniques for determining lower and upper
bounds for program variables, and their application in improv-
ing various techniques related to software model checking.

Range analysis for software model checking.Our main
method is based on the framework suggested in [4] which
formulates a system of inequality constraints between sym-
bolic bound polynomials. It then reduces the constraint system
to an LP problem, which is analyzed by an LP solver. The
solution to the LP problem provides symbolic bounds for the
values of all integer variables. This includes variables that are
de-sugared by preprocessing steps into integer variables, in
particular pointer variables and integer (or pointer) elements of



composite structures. In addition to the framework presented
in [4], we have incorporated various contributions. In partic-
ular, we perform the analysis for constraint systems that can
contain both disjunctions and conjunctions of linear inequali-
ties, instead of just conjunctions. Furthermore, our particular
modeling framework allows us to make certain simplifying
assumptions that translate to a more efficient computation of
tight bounds on variables. We use a publicly available LP
solver to solve the generated constraint systems. Once the
range information for all program variables is available, it is
used to generate smaller verification models. This significantly
improves the performance of model checking engines, as
shown by experimental results in Section IX.

Range analysis for bounded model checking.Symbolic
model checking using BDDs often does not scale well enough
in practice. An alternative approach isbounded model checking
or BMC [5] focusing on the search for counterexamples of
bounded length only. The problem is translated to a Boolean
formula, such that the formula is satisfiable if and only if
there exists a counterexample of lengthk. However, additional
reasoning is needed to ensure completeness of the analysis
when no counterexample exists [5], [6]. The satisfiability
check in the BMC approach is typically performed by a back-
end SAT-solver. Due to the many advances in SAT-solving
techniques [7], [8], BMC can often handle much larger designs
than BDDs. We propose a new method calledbounded range
analysis, to exploit the fact that the range information during
a BMC run of depthk, does not need to be sound for all
computations of the program, but only for traces up to length
k. We are thus able to find tight bounds on many program
variables that cannot be bounded using the first technique.
Such bounds can be useful not just for BMC analyses but
also for BDD-based model checking, provided that a fixpoint
is reached withink iterations and that the absence of integer
overflow is checked separately as an additional property.

Range analysis for array-manipulating programs. We
also show how range analysis can be used to improve model
checking performance on array-manipulating programs. Ar-
rays can either be modeled explicitly, or by use of effi-
cient memory modeling constraints [9]. In explicit memory
modeling, each element of the array is modeled explicitly,
and multiplexors are used to model array accesses. Bounding
variables denoting array elements reduces the bitwidth of the
array data, and bounding variables denoting array indices
reduces the size of the associated multiplexors. In efficient
memory modeling (EMM), the array elements are not modeled
explicitly. Instead, constraints are added during BMC to ensure
that any data read from an index equals the last data written
to that index. In EMM also, bounding the width of array
elements and array indices reduces the complexity of the
added constraints. Prior range analysis techniques often fail to
derive useful bounds on such variables; we describe a simple
additional technique that addresses this problem.

Range analysis for predicate abstraction.Predicate ab-
straction has emerged to be a popular technique for extracting
finite-state models from source code [10], [11]. Our abstraction
computation [12] follows an efficient SAT-based approach to
compute the transition relation [13]. The SAT-based enumera-

tion can be improved significantly by using ranges to constrain
the search space of concrete variables, in comparison to other
approaches using full bit-blasting [14].

Related work. In terms of the actual range analysis tech-
niques used, several methods have been proposed for purposes
different from software model checking [15], [16], [17], [18].
We follow the approach described in [4] due to its extensive
documentation and its use of an efficient LP-based solver. The
concepts of bounded range analysis has not been addressed
before and is a contribution of this paper. Although range
analysis techniques have been used for many applications,
we believe we are the first to use them for software model
checking, and to demonstrate their usefulness in practice.

III. B ACKGROUND: MODEL CHECKING

This section provides a brief overview and terminology for
model checking – more details can be found in the related
book [3]. Model checking is a popular technique for checking
correctness properties, in which the design to be verified is
represented as a finite state transition system, and the property
is specified as a temporal logic formula. Temporal logics
are very useful for specifying dynamic behavior over time.
Different variants of temporal logics have become popular,
such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and Computation Tree
Logic (CTL), depending on whether a linear or a branching
view of time is considered, respectively. In this paper, we
focus mainly on simple safety properties, denoted in CTL as
AGp. This formula specifies that onall (A) paths of a system,
globally (G) in each state of the path, the propertyp holds.
Such properties can be verified by an exhaustive traversal of
the state space to check thatp holds in every reachable state,
i.e. it is an invariant. Alternately, safety properties can also
be checked by searching for a counterexample, which shows
reachability of an unsafe state (wherep is false).

Model checking can be applied directly for verification of
finite state systems, such as sequential circuits and protocol
controllers. In addition, by use of suitable abstractions, fi-
nite state models can also be extracted from infinite state
systems, for subsequent verification using model checking.
These applications include real-time system verification [19],
parameterized system verification [20], and software program
verification [21], [22]. Furthermore, model checking tech-
niques have also been extended to pushdown systems [23],
[24], i.e. systems with a finite control but with an unbounded
stack. Such systems allow a direct modeling of recursion
inherent in software programs. In this paper, we will focus
on techniques for extracting finite state models fromC pro-
grams, as described in detail in Section IV. These ideas also
apply to extraction of pushdown models, such as Boolean
programs [23].

Explicit state model checkers, such as SPIN [25], use an
explicit representation of states and transitions in the system,
and enumerate all reachable states explicitly. They utilize many
additional techniques such as state hashing for compaction
of state representations, and partial order methods to avoid
exploring all interleavings of concurrent processes. The scala-
bility issue in explicit state enumeration makes these checkers



unsuitable for hardware designs, although they have found
practical success in verification of controllers and software.

In contrast, symbolic model checkers, such as SMV [26],
avoid an explicit enumeration of the state space by using
symbolic representations of sets of states and transitions.
They typically useBinary Decision Diagrams(BDDs) [27],
which provide a canonical symbolic representation of Boolean
formulas and efficient graph-based algorithms for symbolic
manipulation. For hardware designs, where these symbolic
representations effectively capture the regularity in the state
space, symbolic model checking has significantly extended the
ability to handle large state spaces.

Despite the considerable benefits of symbolic model check-
ing using BDDs, the basicverificationapproach of exhaustive
analysis does not scale well in practice. An alternative is the
use offalsificationapproaches, such asbounded model check-
ing (BMC) [5], which focus primarily on the search for finding
bugs. In BMC, the problem of searching for a counterexample
of lengthk is translated to a Boolean formula (by unrolling the
transition relation of the designk times), such that the formula
is satisfiable if and only if there exists a counterexample
of length k. In practice,k can be increased incrementally
to find a shortest counterexample if one exists. Additional
reasoning, in the form of completeness thresholds [5] or proofs
by induction [28], [6], can be combined with BMC to ensure
completeness when desired.

The Boolean satisfiability (SAT) check in the BMC ap-
proach is typically performed by a back-endSAT solver. Most
modern SAT solvers use a DPLL-style search based decision
procedure, with distinct methods and heuristics for making
decisions (choosing a variable and value to explore), for
Boolean constraint propagation (making implications on other
variables), and for performing conflict analysis and backtrack-
ing in case a conflict is found. Due to many recent advances
in SAT solvers [7], [8], verification techniques based on SAT
have become very popular (see a recent survey [29] for useful
pointers). In particular, SAT-based BMC is often successful
in finding bugs in much larger hardware designs than BDD-
based approaches, and has also been used successfully for
verifying C programs [30], [31]. A related important devel-
opment has been the use ofresolution-based proof-analysis
techniques [32], [33] for SAT-solvers. These techniques were
developed in order to independently check the unsatisfiability
result of a SAT-solver. In addition, these techniques can also
identify a set of clauses from the original problem, called the
unsatisfiable core, that are sufficient for implying unsatisfia-
bility. The unsatisfiable core has been used very effectively
for proof-based abstraction [34], [35], refinement [36], and
for interpolant-based verification [37], [38]. These methods
allow SAT-based BMC to be combined effectively with other
techniques to provide complete verification methods. There
has also been growing interest in the use of SAT for unbounded
model checking [39], [40], [41]. However, these techniques are
not as robust as SAT-based BMC techniques.

IV. SOFTWARE MODELING FORC PROGRAMS

Symbolic model checkers (both SAT- and BDD-based) work
on a symbolic transition relation of a finite state system,

int foo(int s){
int t=s+2;
if (t>6)

t -= 3 ;
else

t--;
return t;

}

void bar(){
int x=3;
int y=x-3;
while (x<=4){

y++ ;
x = foo(x);

}
y = foo(y);

}
foo

to foo
passing 
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t−−;
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Fig. 1. Sample code and its graph representation

typically represented in terms of a vector of binary-valued
latches and a Boolean next-state function (or relation) for
each latch. In this section, we brifly describe an approach
for translating a givenC program, including all high-level
C constructs such as arrays, pointers, dynamic memory, and
control flow, into a Boolean model.

A. Labeled Transition Graphs

We begin with full-fledgedCand apply a series of source-to-
source transformations into smaller subsets ofC, until program
state is represented as a collection of simple scalar variables
and each program step is represented as a set of parallel
assignments to these variables.

Formally, the transformations produce a labeled transi-
tion graph (LTG) of the program. A LTGG is a 5-tuple
〈B,E, X, δ, θ〉, where

• B = {b1, . . . , bn} is a finite nonempty set of basic blocks.
• E ⊆ B × B is the set of edges. If(bi, bj) ∈ E, we say

bi is a predecessor ofbj , andbj is a successor ofbi.
• X is a finite set of variables that consists of actual source

variables and auxiliary variables added for modeling and
property monitoring.

• δ : B → 2A is a labeling function that labels each basic
block with a set of parallel assignments. We denote a
type-consistent valuation of all variables inX by ~x, and
the set of all type-consistent valuations byX . Let the
set of allowedC-expressions be denoted byΣ. Then, the
parallel assignments in each basic block can be written as
Y←e1, . . . , en, whereY = (y1, . . . , yn), {y1, . . . , yn} ⊆
X and{e1, . . . , en} ⊆ Σ.

• θ : E → C is a labeling function that labels each edge
with a condition. Given a basic blockbi, let Bi ⊂ B be
the set of all successors ofbi. Then

∨
b∈Bi

θ(bi, b) ≡ 1.

As a running example, Figure 1 shows a LTGG obtained
from theCprogram on the left side. Each rectangle is a basic
block with an associated unique number showing its index. i.e.,
B = {b0, . . . , b10}. The assignments inside each basic block
is obtained by applying labeling functionδ. Note that a basic
block can be empty(e.g.δ(b1) ≡ ∅). The edges are labeled



by conditional expressions; e.g.θ(b1, b2) ≡ x ≤ 4. In case a
edge is not labeled by any condition, the default condition is
true.The example pictorially shows how non-recursive function
calls are included in the control flow of the calling function.
A preprocessing analysis determines that functionfoo is not
called in any recursive manner. The two return points are
recorded by an encoding that passes a unique return location
as a special parameter using the variablertr .

B. Modeling ofC Program Memory

One of the biggest difficulties in modelingC programs, lies
in modeling indirect memory accesses via pointers, such as
x = ∗(p + i) or ∗(q + j) = y. This includes array accesses,
sinceA[e] is equivalent to∗(A + e). We replace all indirect
accesses in theC program with expressions involving only di-
rect variable accesses by introducing appropriate multiplexing
expressions.

Modeling the heap and stack.TheC language specification
does not bound heap or stack size, but our focus is on
generating a bounded model only. Therefore, we model the
heap as a finite array, adding a simple implementation of
malloc() that returns pointers into this array. We also add a
bounded depth stack as another global array, in order to handle
bounded recursion, if required, along with code to save and
restore local state for recursive functions only.

Modeling pointers. We build an internal memory represen-
tation of the program by assigning to each variable a unique
number representing its memory address. Variables that are
adjacent inC program memory are given consecutive memory
addresses in our model; this facilitates the modeling of pointer
arithmetic. Pointers are modeled as integers: pointer variable
p points to simple variablex by storing the integer memory
address assigned tox. We perform a points-to analysis [42]
to determine, for each indirect memory access, the set of
variables that may be accessed (called thepoints-to set). If
we determine that pointerp can point to variablesa, b, . . . , z
at a given program location, we can rewrite a pointer read
∗(p + i) as a conditional multiplexing expression of the form
((p + i) == &a?a : ((p + i) == &b?b : . . .)) where
&a,&b, . . . are the numeric memory addresses we assigned
to the variablesa, b, . . . respectively.

Inferred variables. We adopt an approach used in hardware
synthesis framework [43] by introducing additional variables
when pointers are declared. For example, the declarationint
**p; creates three variablesvp, v

′
p, v

′′
p , wherevp stands for

p, v′p for *p , andv′′p for **p . In addition, a reference in the
C code, such as&a, also leads to an additional variable – in
this case the variable′va. In our modeling framework we may
thus have several copies of the same value although they all
represent the same location. Although this modeling approach
may increase the number of variables when compared to the
usual heap model, it can lead to analysis savings. This is
due to the fact that the number of live variables can often
be substantially reduced when a variable is read through a
pointer dereference, because a pointer variable can point only
to one location at a time, even though its points-to set may be
large.

c1 c2 · · · cn c′1 c′2 · · · c′n guard

v1
1 v1

2 · · · v1
n v1′

1 v1′
2 · · · v1′

n k1

v2
1 v2

2 · · · v2
n v2′

1 v2′
2 · · · v2′

n k2

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
vm
1 vm

2 · · · vm
n vm′

1 vm′
2 · · · vm′

n km

TABLE I

TRUTH TABLE FOR CONTROL LOGIC

Inferred assignments. In this modeling framework addi-
tional assignments have to be inferred due to aliasing and
newly introduced variables. We distinguish between two types
of additional assignments, namely assignments due to aliasing
and implied assignments. Assignments based on aliasing are
due to the fact that multiple copies of the same location
may exist. Implied assignments are due to the fact that we
explicitly model the values of the pointed to locations for
pointer variables.

C. Boolean Model

We define astate of a program to be a tuple(b, ~x),
consisting of a locationb ∈ B representing the basic block,
and a type-consistent valuation of data variables~x ∈ X , where
out-of-scope variables atb are assigned the undefined value.
We consider the initial state of the program to be an initial
locationbs, where each variable inX can take any value that
is type-consistent with its specification.

In order to construct a Boolean model of a LTGG, we
devideG into two subgraphsGC andGD, whereGC captures
the control logic andGD captures the data logic.

Control Logic Given a LTGG = 〈B, E,X, δ, θ, 〉, we de-
fine a control logic subgraphGC = 〈B, E, X, θ〉. A program
counter variablepc is introduced to monitor progress inGC .
If N denotes the number of basic blocks in aGC , we can use
2dlog Ne bits to express the program counter. Letc1, c2, · · · cn

denote the current state program counter bits, andc′1, c
′
2, · · · c′n

denote the next state program counter bits wheren = dlog Ne.
An edge Eij = (bi, bj) is enabled if and only ifpc =

i ∧ θ(bi, bj) = true. Once Eij is enabled, the next value
for pc is j. i.e., pc′ = j. GC is encoded in Table I, where
the first n columns show the bit values of current statepc
variables, the nextn columns show the bit values of next
statepc variables, and the last column shows the bit value
of the guarding condition. Thejth table line represents an
edge(vj

1v
j
2 · · · vj

n → vj′
1 vj′

2 · · · vj′
n ) in the control flow graph

with guardkj , wherevj
i ∈ {0, 1} is an assignment toci and

vj′
i ∈ {0, 1} is an assignment toc′i. Based on the truth table,

we build the next state logic for each program counter bit as:

c′i =
∨

j:vj′
i

=1

(kj ∧
∧

p:vj
p=1

cp ∧
∧

p:vj
p=0

¬cp)

Finally, the next state control logic forGC is:

pc′ ≡
n∧

i=1

c′i



Data Logic A data logic subgraph ofG is defined asGD =
〈B,X, δ〉. Assume a variablexi ∈ X is assigned in blocks
bij(1 ≤ j ≤ k) by expressionexprij and not assigned in
bij(k < j ≤ n), the next state data logic forxi is

x′i = (
∨k

j=1(pc = index(bij)) ∧ exprij)∨
(
∨n

j=k+1(pc = index(bij)) ∧ xi),

whereindex(b) returns the index value of blockb. The next
state control logic forGD is:

X ′ ≡
∧

xi∈X

x′i

In order to obtain the binary logic for each variable assign-
ment x′ = expr, we build a combinational circuit forexpr.
For example, to handle an expression of typeexpr1&expr2
(bitwise AND), we first build circuits for the sub-expressions
expr1 and expr2. Let vectorsvec1 and vec2 be the outputs
of these circuits. The final result has the same bit-width as
vec1 and vec2, and each result bit is the output of an AND
gate with two inputs being the corresponding bits invec1 and
vec2. To handle an expression of typeexpr1 + expr2, we
create ann-bit adder. For the case of a relational expression
the result has only one bit.

V. CONSTRAINT SYSTEM GENERATION

The first step in range analysis is the generation of a
symbolic constraint system, which is then analyzed by a linear
program solver as described in Sec. VI. This section describes
the generation of this constraint system.

First, we describe the basic outline; a detailed description
will follow. For each program variablev, we need a bound
on the number of bits needed to represent the value ofv
in all possible executions. We actually compute something
more general: for each variablev and each program location
loc, we compute the lower and upper bounds ofv at loc in
terms of the arguments of the main function [4]. That is, we
derive explicit linear expressions that let us bound the possible
values ofv at loc for any given values of the main function
arguments. Currently, we use only some of this information for
improving model checking. Specifically, for a variablev whose
bounds at all program points do not depend on main function
arguments, we assign tov the smallest range that contains the
ranges ofv computed atall locations. From this range, we
derive the number of bits needed to representv. For variables
whose bounds at some locations depend on the values of main
function arguments, we cannot compute a meaningful bound
because in most of our model-checking analyses the values of
main function arguments are assumed to be arbitrary. If we
only need to model check the program for specific ranges of
main function arguments, then the bounds on variables whose
ranges depend on main function arguments can be used to
bound the bitwidths of these variables.

A. Symbolic Bounds

For each blockBi in the CFG of proceduref we define two
locations:prei representing the start of blockBi and posti
representing the end ofBi. The set of local integer variables

(including pointer variables) of proceduref is denoted by
Vf . We usevloc to denote the value of the variablev at
program locationloc. Pf ⊆ Vf is a set of formal parameters of
proceduref that are defined to be integers. For each formal
parameterp ∈ Pf we usep0 to symbolically represent the
value of the actual parameter that corresponds top. Similar
to [4], we focus the rest of our discussion on the case where the
values of the actual parameters are positive. It should be noted
that the setPf of formal parameters is typically empty in our
analyses, since each analysis treats one function asmain with
unconstrained argument values; computing ranges in terms of
these unconstrained arguments is not useful for us, and so
we only look for ranges that are independent of the argument
values. Additionally, since we consider one entry functionf
we only need to consider one setVf and one setPf .

For each variablev ∈ Vf and locationloc, let Lv
loc andUv

loc

represent lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the value
of v at loc. We setLv

loc andUv
loc to be linear combinations of

the parameters off with unknown rational coefficients, which
are formally defined as follows:

Lv
loc = CL +

∑

p∈Pf

CL
p · p0,

Uv
loc = CU +

∑

p∈Pf

CU
p · p0.

In order to obtain the lower and upper bounds of each
variable, we generate the constraint system by considering
following three types of constraints.

Initialization constraints. We generate initialization con-
straints for locationpre0 that represents the beginning of
the initial block B0. For eachp ∈ Pf we require that
Lp

pre0
= Up

pre0
= p0. For eachv ∈ Vf\Pf we require that

Lv
pre0

= −∞ and Up
pre0

= +∞. The values of “−∞” and
”+∞ correspond to the most conservative lower and upper
bounds of the particular integer data type used. For unsigned
integers,−∞ ≡ 0 and +∞ ≡ 232 − 1; for signed integers,
−∞ ≡?? and +∞ ≡ 231 − 1; for pointers,−∞ ≡?? and
+∞ ≡??.

Assignment constraints.Assignment constraints define the
bounds after execution of the expressions in a block. For each
assignment, we update the bounds at the corresponding block
of the variable on the left hand side with the bounds of the
expression found on the right hand side. We definel(e, loc)
to represent the lower bound of an expressione at location
loc. We computel(e, loc) for a constantc, a variablev and
expressionse, e1 ande2 as follows:

l(c, loc) = c
l(v, loc) = Lv

loc

l(e1 + e2, loc) = l(e1, loc) + l(e2, loc)

l(c · e, loc) =
{

c · l(e, loc) c ≥ 0
c · u(e, loc) c < 0

Whenever we cannot compute a bound, we letl(e, loc) =
−∞. Similarly, we can defineu(e, loc) for upper symbolic
bounds of expressions.

For an assignment within blockBi of the formv = e, where
v ∈ Vf , we generate the following assignment constraint (note



void foo(int N){
int i = 0;
while ( i ≤ N) i + +;

}
Fig. 2. A Sample Program

that a variable can be assigned at most once in a basic block
after simplication):

Lv
posti

= l(e, prei) ∧ Uv
posti

= u(e, prei).

In case a variablev is not reassigned in blockBi, we generate
the following constraint:

Lv
posti

= Lv
prei

∧
Uv

posti
= Uv

prei
.

Propagation constraints.If a transition can be taken from
a block Bi to some blockBj , a range of a variablev at the
beginning ofBj must include all possible values the variable
v can have just before such a transition. Formally we add
the following constraint to the constraint system if there is a
transistion fromBi to Bj :

Lv
prej

≤ Lv
posti

∧
Uv

prej
≥ Uv

posti
.

B. Handling of Conditionals

The constraint system as defined in the previous sec-
tion is comprehensive enough to ensure soundness of the
bounds. However, additional information implied by condi-
tionals (guards) in the CFG may further minimize the resulting
ranges. For example, consider that the range of a variablev
before a conditional isv ∈ [0, 100], but the condition guarding
the transition to a new block isv ≥ 20. If there is no other
incoming edge to the new block, then the lower bound forv
in the new block can be safely assumed to be20.

In general, consider a transition from blockBi to Bj and a
guard of the formv ≥ e, wherev ∈ Vf . Assume thatLv

prej
≤

l(e, posti) is satisfied.
Then, whenever we can make a transition fromBi to Bj

we are guaranteed that the lower bound ofv at the beginning
of Bj is less or equal to the value ofv at the end ofBi at
the time of the transition. So, we can relax the corresponding
flow constraint to:

Lv
prej

≤ Lv
posti

∨
Lv

prej
≤ l(e, posti).

Often we can omit the flow constraint altogether. However,
since we do not know a priori the relationship betweenLv

posti

andl(e, posti) we introduce a disjunction that results in higher
precision. Other comparison operators can be handled in a
similar fashion.

However, the addition of disjunctions into an otherwise
purely conjunctive constraint system presents a challenge to
the approach advocated here. We use LP solvers to per-
form an efficient analysis of the constraint system. Allowing
disjunctions prevents us from using pure LP solvers where
all variables are rational (since disjunctions are not linear).
Therefore, the original work suggested in [4] does not allow
disjunctions. We discuss our disjunction handling in Sec. VI.

As an example, consider the program presented in Fig. 2.
The corresponding CFG and symbolic constraint system are

shown in Fig. 3. We omit the constraints for lower bounds in
order not to clutter the figure.
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[
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pre2
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Fig. 3. Symbolic Constraint System

C. Objective Function

Since we are interested in the most precise range infor-
mation, we add an objective function to the LP problem.
It minimizes the total number of values to be considered:∑

v∈Vf

∑
Bi ∈Rv

| Uv
prei

− Lv
prei

|, whereRv = {Bi ∈ B |
v is read in blockBi}.

D. Constraint System Decomposition

Intuitively, it is clear that some bounds are independent of
some other bounds. To formalize this notion we follow [4]
and introduce a dependency graph of bounds. The nodes in
the graph represent bounds. For a blockBi and a variablev
there are exactly 4 nodes in the graph corresponding toLv

prei
,

Uv
prei

, Lv
posti

, andUv
posti

. For every generated constraint there
is an edge from the node that represents the bound on the left
hand side to any node that represents a bound on the right
hand side. We then decompose the graph to strongly connected
components and process each component separately in reverse
topological order. Decomposition prevents the propagation of
unboundedness between unrelated variables. This allows us to
find tight bounds for many variables.



VI. A NALYZING A CONSTRAINT SYSTEM

Although the generated constraint system resembles an
LP problem, several important distinctions prevent the direct
usage of LP solvers. First, lower and upper bounds in the gen-
erated constraint system are linear expressions with not only
unknown variables, but also unknown rational coefficients.
Second, the generated constraint system has both conjunction
and disjuction as Boolean connectives, while LP solvers only
support conjunction. In order to use a LP solver, we must
simply the generated constraint system.

A. From Symbolic Constraints to Linear Inequalities

Consider a constraint of the formLv
loc′ ≤ Lv

loc, where
Lv

loc = C +
∑

p∈Pf
Cp · p0 andLv

loc′ = C ′+
∑

p∈Pf
C ′p · p0.

We generate the following linear inequality constraint that can
be submitted to the LP solver:

C ′ ≤ C ∧
( ∧

p∈Pf

C ′p ≤ Cp

)
.

Assuming positivity of parameters, the new constraint is
stronger than the original one, thus preserving soundness of the
bounds. Other constraints can be handled similarly. When we
cannot assume positivity of parameters, we need to perform an
inefficient case split for the possible combinations of positive
and negative parameters.

B. From Symbolic Objective Functions to LP Objective Func-
tions

Similarly, we convert a symbolic objective function of the
constraint system into a linear objective function. Assuming
thatLv

prei
= Xv

prei
+

∑
p∈Pf

Xv
prei, p ·p0 andUv

prei
= Y v

prei
+∑

p∈Pf
Y v

prei, p · p0, we rewrite the objective function as
∑

v∈Vf

∑
Bi ∈Rv

| (Y v
prei

−Xv
prei

)+∑
p∈Pf

(Y v
prei, p −Xv

prei, p) | .

C. Handling Disjunctions

The addition of disjunctions into an otherwise purely con-
junctive constraint system presents a challenge to the ap-
proach using LP solvers. If the user chooses to consider
disjunctions, our tool uses an approach based on encoding
disjunctions via integer variables. Several heuristics are used to
reduce the number of disjunctions. We describe our approach
using a small example. Consider the following constraint:
Lv

prej
≤ Lv

posti

∨
Lv

prej
≤ l(e, posti). We intro-

duce two new binary variablesD1 andD2, andM denotes a
large positive number. Our original constraint is then replaced
with the following constraint:

(
D1 + D2 ≤ 1

) ∧ (
Lv

prej
−M ·D1 ≤ Lv

posti

)
∧ (

Lv
prej

−M ·D2 ≤ l(e, posti)
)
.

The new constraint is stronger than the original one, and the
two constraints are actually equivalent ifM is sufficiently
large. Note that the new variablesD1 and D2 are the only
variables that need to be pure integer variables, while all others
can have rational values. For problems with small numbers of

integer variables, performance of MLP solvers is comparable
to the performance of LP solvers.

In the following we briefly describe some of the heuristics
we employ to resolve some disjunctions before we invoke the
appropriate LP solver for the resulting constraint system.

• Drop a constraint if some bound on the right hand side is
close toM . For several practical reasons, mostly due to
lack of necessary precision of floating-point numbers, we
may not be able to setM as high as we wish. If we were
not to drop such disjunctive constraints, we may actually
treat the disjunctive constraint as a conjunctive constraint
instead. Therefore, we resolve this problem by dropping
a constraint from the disjunction.

• Drop a constraint if some bound on the right hand side
has not yet been determined.As in the previous case the
unknown bound value might be close toM and we would
have the same issue that was described in the previous
heuristic. Furthermore, if the unknown value cannot be
bounded, the whole constraint system would be declared
infeasible and thus unbounded.

• Prefer to satisfy the flow constraint.It is clear, that we
cannot drop both sides of a disjunction. That is, if the
aforementioned rules require that both constraints of a
disjunction be removed, we need to keep at least one of
the two in the resulting constraint system. In such a case,
we prefer to leave the flow constraint in the constraint
system, since it refers to one program variable only.

VII. B OUNDED RANGE ANALYSIS

Recently, there has been a growing interest in utilizing
bounded model checking for program verification [14], [44].
We propose the idea ofbounded range analysis, which com-
putes ranges by exploiting the fact that the range information,
if used only in a bounded model checking run of depthk, does
not have to be sound for all computations of the program, but
only for traces up to lengthk. By concentrating on a bounded
length trace only, we are able to find tight bounds on many
program variables that cannot be bounded using the technique
described earlier. Such an approach can also support non-linear
functions. As an example, consider the following code:

int i = 0, j = readInput(); while(i < j ∗ j) {i + +; }

If one were to consider all possible traces andj is not
bounded, then the upper bound fori would have to be declared
unbounded. However, if we are only concerned with the traces
up to k steps, it is safe to conclude that the value ofi will
always be in the range from0 to k.

A straightforward way to compute such ranges is to perform
a BFS on the control flow graph with depth limit set tok
which updates the lower and upper bounds for the individual
basic blocks. Although this approach results in very precise
ranges, it is not efficient for largek. We propose the following
algorithm that can be easily implemented on top of the
constraint based approach described earlier. For a fixed number
of steps (depth), its runtime is quadratic in terms of the code



size.

Intialize all bounds to the least conservative values;
for(i = 0; i < #steps; i + +)

foreach basic blockBj

foreach variablev, v ∈ Vf

updateLv
prej

, Uv
prej

, Lv
postj

, andUv
postj

using constraints

This algorithm can be further improved in several ways, in
particular to support non-linear functions.
• Support for non-linear functions.In case a function does

not have any parameters, we can easily extend the al-
gorithm to support many important non-linear functions.
The restriction on the presence of parameters is not
severe. Expressing bounds as a linear combination of
parameters is mostly useful for inter-procedural analysis.
Since F-SOFT inlines all function calls, parameters of
called functions can be ignored. Consider an assignment
y = x2 in a block Bi. The following rules can be used
to updateLy

posti
and Uy

posti
: Ly

posti
= 0 and Uy

posti
=

max(| Lx
prei

|, | Ux
prei

|)2.
• Increasing precision.This algorithm and the BFS-like

approach represent two extremes. By moving towards the
middle, we can increase precision, while sacrificing the
running time. Of course, it is worthwhile doing so, as
long as decrease in efficiency is reasonable compared to
the savings we gain during later stages of verification.

VIII. R ANGE ANALYSIS FOR MODELING OF ARRAYS

In this section, we describe how arrays are modeled in our
tool [31] and how range analysis can improve the efficiency
of model checking when arrays are present. Arrays can be
modeled either explicitly or using constraints on accesses.
When modeling arrays explicitly, one can create for eachn-
element arrayn simple variables representing array elements.
The entire contents of the array is thus modeled as part of the
state vector. A read from, or a write to, an array elementA[e]
is converted to a multiplexor, where the index variablee is the
control input which selects the corresponding array element.

Alternatively, a technique for efficient bounded model
checking of systems with embedded memories (EMM) [9] can
be used to check programs with arrays. Array contents are not
modeled as part of the program state; rather, constraints are
added to the BMC instance ensuring that data read from a
given array location at a given step equals the data last written
to that location. The size of these EMM constraints depends
quadratically on the total number of memory accesses and the
maximum number per basic block; and linearly on the width
of array data and indices, and on the number of arrays.

Range analysis can give a bound on the width of array data,
as well as on the width of the indexing expressions used to
index the array. This information can lead to more efficient
array modeling with either of the two array representations
we have described. For explicit arrays, bounding the width of
array data lets us use fewer latches for each of the explicit
variables allocated to array elements; bounding the address
width reduces the amount of logic needed to represent the
multiplexors to which array accesses are translated. For arrays

modeled as embedded memories, bounding the address or data
width lets us use fewer address or data signals; this both
simplifies the transition relation and reduces the size of EMM
constraints added during BMC.

Range analysis methods described in earlier sections can
give bounds on values of variables used to index the arrays.
However, these methods often fail to give useful bounds on
array data width. This happens because a condition on an array
access need not apply to any particular array element. For
example, inside the conditionalif(A[i] < 7) we cannot
infer anything about the bound on an array accessA[j] ;
moreover, we cannot infer anything about any particular array
element. This problem can also prevent us from bounding
variables that are assigned values from the array, and from
bounding the address width of arrays indexed with valued read
from other arrays.

We deal with this problem by doing an additional simple,
context-insensitive range analysis as a post-processing step.
The data read from the array cannot be wider than the widest
data written into the array. We can therefore bound array data
width by the largest width of any expression assigned to an
element of the array, excluding expressions whose data can be
shown by dataflow analysis to come from the array itself.

IX. EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented our range analysis techniques in our
prototype verification platform for C programs [31]. In this
section, we report experimental results for the use of these
techniques in verification of several benchmarks.

MLP-based and bounded range analysis.The experimen-
tal results are summarized in Table II. For each benchmark,
we include results for three methods: no range analysis; our
MLP-based method described in Sections V and VI; and our
bounded range analysis method (BoundedRA) described in
Section VII. For each method, we include the model size
(number of state bits and number of Boolean connectives),
and the timing results for two verification methods: SAT-based
bounded model checking and BDD-based unbounded model
checking. The timing results show either time in seconds
(numbers ending withs), or the maximum depth reached
before one-hour timeout (TO(maxdepth)). For the bounded
range analysis, the computed ranges are valid for traces of up
to 2000 steps; the ranges are sound for all analyses described
here, as none of the analyses exceed this depth.

In the PPP example we check correctness of an implementa-
tion of the point-to-point protocol with respect to its high-level
specification. The TCAS example checks a safety property of
an air traffic control software. BKRY checks mutual exclusion
for a faulty implementation of Lamport’s bakery algorithm.
ARRY is an array-manipulation example involving several
nested loops, that checks for out-of-bounds array accesses.
The results show that range analysis can significantly reduce
the complexity of verification. The number of state bits, the
size of the Boolean circuit representing the transition relation,
and the verification time are all noticeably reduced. The results
also show that bounded range analysis can give much better
results than unbounded range analysis based on MLP solvers.



Bench No RA MLP BoundedRA
mark bits gates SAT BDD bits gates SAT BDD bits gates SAT BDD
PPP 1435 24628 TO(69) TO(169) 445 18955 TO(89) TO(216) 258 17909 TO(93) TO(273)
TCAS 1481 8792 2.1s 278.7s 765 5550 1.7s 109.6s 336 3912 11.7s 40.1s
BKRY 198 1515 70.2s 16.1s 24 449 27.7s 0.6s 24 449 27.7s 0.6s
ARRY 359 5212 3.1s 47.1s 160 2440 1.1s 7.8s 42 1369 2.2s 3.3s

TABLE II
RANGE ANALYSIS BENCHMARKS

Range analysis for programs with arrays.Table III shows
results on three benchmarks involving arrays. The results are
shown for three analysis methods: BDD, SAT and EMM. The
BDD and SAT method use explicit representation of arrays; the
EMM method uses our efficient memory modeling constraints
instead of an explicit memory model. The first example
(hpsort) is a heap sorting algorithm where the property is that
the array is correctly sorted. The matmult example is a matrix
multiplication example where the property is that no out-of-
bounds array accesses occur. The initlrg example involves
constant-time resetting of large arrays, and contains a bug at
depth 298 (some elements are not properly reset). The column
logic represents the model size as “number of bits(number of
gates)”. For all analysis methods, range analysis yields clear
benefits for model checking array-manipulating programs. The
table also shows that the EMM method typically leads to more
efficient analysis than the SAT method.

Range analysis for abstraction refinement.We have also
tested the effect of range analysis on predicate abstraction,
on examples from air traffic control software (TCAS) and
a device driver (SERIAL). On examples from the TCAS
benchmark, the total reduction in number of state bits was
61%. For four examples of predicate abstraction, on average
we saved 49% on abstraction time, and 49.5% on refinement
time in our current predicate localization framework [12]. For
a previous predicate abstraction implementation based on SAT-
based enumeration of the transition relation [13] we found
similar performance improvements due to the fact that the
concrete variable representation is significanlty reduced with
range analysis, thus resulting in faster runtime per solution. For
13 examples of predicate abstraction from the SERIAL bench-
mark, the use of range analysis reduced the total abstraction
time by 35.7% and the total refinement time by 29.4%. The
time for range analysis itself was almost always negligible; in
one case though, the time spent on range analysis offset the
savings in verification time.

Comparison with LP-based range analysisWe have also
compared our MLP-based method with the LP-based method
of [4]. On one of our examples, the MLP-based method
removed 74% of state bits compared to 37% with the LP-
based method; the analysis run-time with BDDs was 26s with
the MLP-based method compared to 265s with the LP-based
method. The use of MLP did not affect range analysis runtime,
which remained a negligible fraction of verification time.

X. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed the use of lightweight and effi-
cient range analysis techniques for improving the performance
of software verification. Our main method formulates the range
analysis problem as a system of inequality constraints between

symbolic bound polynomials. It then reduces the constraint
to an LP problem. A second approach called bounded range
analysis was introduced for bounded depth analyses. Both
methods have been implemented in our prototype verification
platform [31]. We also described a technique for improving
the quality of range analysis in the presence of arrays, and
described how range analysis can improve verification per-
formance for two different representations of arrays. Finally,
we presented promising experimental results on a variety of
software verification benchmarks.
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